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M a nifes to |  M ay 2021

This document sets out RSPB Cymru’s vision for 
a Green Recovery which delivers for people and 
nature. We call on all political parties to consider 
how their party will contribute to leading the 
change needed to achieve a Green Recovery.

The Senedd has a positive track record to build 
on as the first parliament to declare a climate 
emergency and creating both the Well-being of 
Future Generations Act and the Environment 
Act.

We now ask Wales’ leaders to keep moving 
forward in these challenging times to commit to a 
just and Green Recovery, and in doing so, inspire 
people across the world.

Five Steps to a Green Recovery are under the 
following sections:

 1. Sustainable Jobs And Infrastructure

 2. Strong Environmental Protections

 3. Resilient And Nature-Rich Land And Seas 

 4. Healthy Citizens

 5. Welsh Government Leadership.
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“We must act decisively to protect 
our planet from both the coronavirus 
and the existential threat of climate 
disruption. The current crisis is an 
unprecedented wake up call. We need to 
turn the recovery into a real opportunity 

to do things right for the future.”

Antonio Guterres, UN Secretary General
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W h at is Green reCov ery ? a nd W h y is i t needed?

r
esponding to Covid-19 
and Brexit presents Wales 
with a unique opportunity 
to do things differently 
in the future. a Green 
recovery must ensure 

that actions to rebuild our economy 
tackle the climate and ecological 
crisis. it will ensure the recovery 
of threatened species and enable 
nature to thrive on land and sea. it 
will help Wales mitigate and adapt 
to climate change and improve 
flood mitigation. It will boost the 
economy by creating green jobs and 
industries. furthermore, a Green 
recovery will also clean up our air 
and drinking water, deliver access 
to nature for everyone and improve 
public health and well-being. 

despite its stunning landscapes 
and beautiful scenery, wildlife in 
Wales is in serious decline. the 
state of nature 20191 found that 1 
in 6 species in Wales are threatened 
with extinction and the latest 
state of natural resources report 
(sonarr, 20202) summary finds 
that ecosystem resilience in Wales 
is declining in line with global trends. 
World leading economists are telling 
us that a Green recovery will deliver 
greater economic benefits and 
provide a healthier, fairer society3. 
But this won’t happen unless we 
restore the ecosystems on which 
we depend.
1 the 2019 state of nature report is a health check on how the 
UK’s wildlife is faring. it is put together using wildlife data from a group of 
50 conservation organisations.
2 https://cdn.cyfoethnaturiol.cymru/media/692868/sonarr2020-
executive-summary.pdf
3 Will COVID-19 fiscal recovery packages accelerate or retard 
progress on climate change? hepburn, C. et al,. 4th May 2020. oxford 
Univeristy. 

91% of the public have said they don’t 
want things to go back to how they 
were after Covid-19.

- Food, Farming and Countryside Commission and the 

Food Foundation 2020 survey.

What is Green Recovery? 
And why is it needed?
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Antonio Guterres, UN Secretary General
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W h at is Green reCov ery ? a nd W h y is i t needed?

t
his is the time 
to put in place a 
Green recovery 
which will restore 
nature, tackle 
climate change 

and secure the well-
being of current and future 
generations. Governments 
around the world are starting 
to take action:

• the new Zealand 
Government has already 
committed 1.3 billion dollars 
to create 11,000 jobs to help 
restore their environment4.

• Pakistan has provided 
employment to tens of 
thousands of people during 
lockdown to plant tree 
saplings as part of the 
government’s 10 Billion tree 
tsunami programme which 
was exempted from some 
lockdown restrictions5.

• finland’s recovery 
includes a commitment of 
€13.1 million for the recovery 
of natural habitats, in addition 
to a proposal to spend €53 
million on recreation areas, 
water services, and forest 
conservation6.

4 https://www.doc.govt.nz/news/media-releases/2020-media-releases/investment-to-create-11000-environment- 
jobs-in-our-regions/ 
5 https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/07/pakistan-s-billion-tree-tsunami-is-astonishing/
6 https://valtioneuvosto.fi/en/-/10616/hallitus-paatti-vuoden-2020-neljannesta-lisatalousarvioesityksesta
7 https://www.rspb.org.uk/globalassets/downloads/recovering-together-report/recovering-together-report_nature- 
and-green-recovery_rspbyougov_june-2020.pdf

through the Coronavirus 
crisis people have 
increasingly turned to 
wildlife and our green 
spaces to support their 
mental and physical health. 
in a recent survey7 89% of 
people across the UK agreed 
increasing the amount of 
accessible nature-rich green 
space will help to improve 
people’s general health, 
well-being and happiness. 
the rise in public concern 
about the climate and nature 
crisis has put the health 
of our planet high on the 
agenda ahead of the 2021 
elections and politicians 
will need to respond with a 
positive and ambitious vision 
for the future.

there is clear evidence 
that if we make the right 
decisions, we can recover 
better and build the 
equitable, climate-safe, 
nature-rich, healthy Wales 
that we all want and need. 
taking this bold step will 
reduce our exposure to 
the risks of environmental 
breakdown and help 
underpin a resilient society 
and a vibrant, nature-rich 
economy for this and future 
generations.
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What aC t ions are needed for a Green reCov ery?

1.  sustainable jobs and   
 infrastructure
2.  strong environmental   
 Protections
3.  resilient and nature-rich   
 land and seas 
4.  healthy Citizens
5.  Welsh Government    
 Leadership

t
hese steps should be underpinned 
by a Green recovery Plan that 
recognises that nature, and the 
resources and services it provides, 
are the foundation of our social and 
economic well-being. implement-

ing the Plan will mean restoring and main-
taining nature, tackling climate change and 
promoting green industries which enhance, 
rather than damage, the environment.

 
alongside this plan, a Green recovery 

Budget should be created by repurposing 
existing budgets from damaging policies and 
interventions to non-damaging and restor-
ative ones and securing an additional and 
adequate post-Covid stimulus package from 
the UK Government, which can be utilised 
according to priority and need in Wales.

What actions are 
needed for a Green 
Recovery?
RSPB Cymru is proposing a five-step pathway to a sustainable future. If 
adopted, this will ensure Wales will be a world leader in implementing a positive 
economic, societal and environmental recovery. The pathway includes:

Photo Credit: Michael Harvey (rspb-images.com)
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steP 1.  sUsta in a BLe joBs a nd infr astrUC tUre

•  set up a national nature service, which includes 
a Green Work and training scheme to help meet current 
unemployment needs. this should include providing new 
training for young people (16 - 24) as well as retraining for 
those recently unemployed in areas of work to help secure 
Green jobs and contribute to the recovery of Wales’1 
natural habitats as well as a carbon-neutral economy. Key 
roles in the national nature service must include surveying 
and monitoring of species and habitats; delivery of advice 
and guidance to land owners and managers; and direct con-
servation management.

•  to ensure a genuine Green recovery include the ad-
ditional objective of the sustainable management of natural 
resources (sMnr) in the Welsh Government’s economic 
Contract. the contract is intended to drive responsible 
business behaviours and currently includes the availability 
of fair work and decarbonisation.
the inclusion of sMnr will ensure businesses and 
economies benefiting from public support will develop and 
behave sustainably.

•  exclude high-carbon infrastructure, such as road-build-
ing, from being prioritised in public finance. instead, invest 
for the long-term in sustainable transport systems, supply 
chains, skills and training and industries that directly con-
tribute to climate-safe and nature-rich culture.
1 a recovery package that focuses on capital investments in environmental infrastructure e.g. green buildings, green infrastruc-
ture, sustainable transport routes, renewable energy and nature restoration is likely to create large numbers of new jobs, whereas greening 
of existing practices is more likely to substitute one form of job for another.

Sustainable jobs and infrastructure are a key compo-
nent of a Green Recovery.  The following represent key 
opportunities for delivering this in Wales:

Step 1. Sustainable jobs 
and infrastructure
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steP 1.  sUsta in a BLe joBs a nd infr astrUC tUre
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steP 2.  stronG en v ironMen ta L ProteC t ions

W
e recommend that a future 
Welsh Government:

• enshrines core 
environmental principles 
and establishes a new 

independent environmental governance body 
in Welsh law within the first year (based on 
the report and recommendations from the 
stakeholder Task Group which was finalised 
in March 2020). this is necessary to ensure 
our departure from the eU does not have a 
detrimental impact on Wales’ environmental 
standards and diminish people‘s ability to 
exercise their right to access environmental 
justice.

• in this new act also introduce a 
framework of legally binding nature recovery 
targets to ensure Wales puts itself on a 
trajectory to deliver the 2021 global deal for 
biodiversity. targets are needed to ensure 
successive governments can be scrutinised 
and held to account for driving delivery at 
the scale and pace required to turn around 
nature’s collapse by 2030 and secure 

significant recovery by 2050.

•  Legislates to phase-out the use of 
lead ammunition in all habitats, by 2025. 
each year 50,000-100,000 waterbirds and an 
unknown number of birds in other habitats 
die in the UK of lead poisoning. shockingly, 
there is no agreed safe level for lead in the 
food chain. alternatives are widely available.

•  Makes Wales’ terrestrial & marine 
planning systems work for nature by:

 - Bringing forward legislation to require 
all new developments to deliver a net benefit 
for biodiversity and ensure that habitats 
which are created or enhanced through 
the new system are secured permanently. 
establish the means of creating legally 
binding conservation covenants to enable 
this.

 - ensure all tiers of planning deliver on 
the national development framework (ndf) 
policy for resilient ecological networks, to 
make our existing designated sites more, 
bigger, better and more joined up. 

 - formalising the planning process for 
all developments requiring environmental 
impact assessments (eia) whether 
they are terrestrial or marine so that the 
decision-making system is the same for all. 
require public Pre-applications for all eia 
development prior to the scoping process 
being undertaken.

 - ensuring the growth of marine and 
onshore renewables is done in harmony 
with nature, so that solutions to the climate 
emergency do not add to the biodiversity 
emergency. We need robust planning. a 
marine development plan is crucial to guide 
development into appropriate locations and 
ensure sustainability.

•  redrafts Planning Policy Wales to 
reflect the needs and urgency of the dual 
nature and climate emergency to contribute 
to a Green recovery.

Step 2. Strong 
environmental 
protections
To ensure a Green Recovery, we need laws 
that ensure the natural world is protected. 
To achieve this, the swift passage of green 
legislation, especially that needed to take 
Wales forward as we leave the EU Transi-
tion phase is required. Furthermore, Wales 
must rapidly scale up the implementation, 
monitoring and enforcement of our existing 
environmental protections and introduce 
new ones where needed. 
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steP 2.  stronG en v ironMen ta L ProteC t ions
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steP 3 .  resiL ien t a nd n atUre- riCh L a nd a nd se as

•  sustainable farming and Land Management act – a priority for the next government will be 
legislating on the future of land management. reform of agricultural policies and use of public money 
to help farmers and other land managers transition to sustainable land management that will tackle 
climate change, restore and protect nature and produce food and other commodities sustainably. this 
will deliver value for taxpayers‘ money and help revitalise our countryside so it can meet the needs of 
people, farming, food and the environment, for generations to come.

•  develop new legislation to promote sustainable forestry that delivers the widest range of public 
benefits, including contributing to addressing the climate and biodiversity crisis, alongside producing 
the timber products we need in Wales.

•  implement nature-based solutions to help restore nature, tackle climate change and provide 
other essential services such as storing drinking water and helping manage flood risk. Make sure new 
woodlands are appropriately located, avoid planting on carbon rich soils and valuable wildlife habitats. 
ensure Welsh peatlands are restored, protected and managed to secure the nature they support and 
the important services they provide, including capturing and storing carbon, through developing and 
implementing an ambitious and appropriately funded Wales Peatland strategy.

•  establish and fund resilient, connected, ecological networks at land and sea with protected sites 
as the foundation, ensuring they are monitored, protected and well-managed. Create new protected 
areas where these are needed to deliver biodiversity commitments. Work to deliver the target of 30% 
of Wales’ land strongly protected and well-managed for nature, and 30% of Wales’ seas fully or highly 
protected by 20301,  in a wider policy context supporting resilient ecological networks and land and 
sea rich in wildlife with sustainable management and decision-making everywhere.

•  in recognition of marine birds failing to meet Good environmental status2 across the UK, we 
need a future Welsh Government to commit to a seabird recovery strategy for Wales. Both scotland 
and england have seabird strategies under development. in addition, establish a Welsh hub for seabird 
recovery research to provide vital evidence to inform future decision-making and ensure the sustainable 
management of the marine environment.

1  the terms fully and highly pro-
tected are defined in the MPA Guide published 
by oregon state University, iUCn WCPa, Marine 
Conservation institute, national Geographic so-
ciety, and UneP World Conservation Monitoring 
Centre. 2019. an introduction to the MPa Guide. 
https://www.protectedplanet.net/c/mpa-guide
fULLy ProteCted: no extractive or destructive 
activities are allowed, and all impacts are 
minimized.
hiGhLy ProteCted: only light extractive activi-
ties are allowed, and other impacts are minimized 
to the extent possible.
2  the main goal of the UK Marine 
strategy, established in accordance with the 
Marine strategy regulations (2010), is to achieve 
‘Good environmental status’ across european 
seas by 2020. however, the UK has failed to 
achieve Good Environmental Status, as defined in 
the strategy, for breeding seabirds. the summary 
of progress shows that we have made the least 
progress on conserving seabirds; birds are the 
only category classed as a ‘declining situation 
since 2012’.

Step 3. Resilient and nature-rich land 
and seas
A Green Recovery must include the restoration and protection of our environment and 
nature-rich places for the benefit of both wildlife and people. A key element will be funding 
the nature-based solutions projects that we can get off-the-ground now. Undertaking early 
restorative and preventative action will avoid having to implement more expensive solutions 
later in response to even greater loss of nature and/or increasingly extreme climate events 
that nature-based solutions can help to address. RSPB Cymru recommends Government 
takes the following action:
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steP 4 .  he a Lthy Cit iZens

•  increasing public access to urban and 
rural nature-rich green spaces. restore and 
expand green spaces and infrastructure to 
enable everyone to enjoy the benefits of 
local contact with nature. invest in cycling 
and walking infrastructure and integrate with 
existing and new green spaces.

•  introduce a natural health service in 
Wales, as part of our national health service, 
to encourage people to get active in green 
spaces, including through volunteering. 
support Green Prescribing as a key element 
of preventative medicine, to promote active 
lifestyles and emotional well-being. investing 
1 the Wildlife trusts in Wales and Public health Wales estimated the cost of physical inactivity in Wales at £650m per annum https://www.wtwales.org/health and https://www.publi-
chealthnetwork.cymru/en/topics/physical- activity/#:~:text=People%20who%20are%20physically%20active,%C2%a3650%20million%20per%20year

in our natural health service will take 
pressure off our nhs1.

•  establish an equitable and sustainable 
food strategy that drives and rewards sus-
tainable farm & fishing to fork (ff2f) supply 
chains, addresses food waste and promotes 
healthy, sustainable diets and consumption 
for all.

•  include the climate and ecological 
crisis in the curriculum, including the causes 
and solutions empowering young people to 
be change agents.

Step 4. Healthy citizens
Wales can place the health and well-being of people and nature at 
the heart of a Green Recovery (and ensure that more people can 
enjoy the benefits of a strong connection to the natural world) by:

Photo Credit: Eleanor Bentall  (rspb-images.com)
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steP 5 .  WeLsh Gov ernMen t Le a dershiP

•  direct and resource natural resources 
Wales to lead the restoration of Wales’ bio-
diversity in protected areas, resilient eco-
logical networks and across the wider land- 
and sea-scape. this will be a prime outcome 
of the sustainable management of natural 
resources required to underpin a Green 
recovery.

•  invest in adequate survey and moni-
toring to understand our natural places, their 
habitats and species including their condition 
and their needs. seek to develop our 
academic research institutions to be world 
leaders on understanding ecosystems and 
ecological restoration and in doing so build 
the Welsh evidence-base to better inform 
decision-making and equip us to deliver 
targets for nature’s recovery.

•  invest adequate funds to address the 
nature and climate crises. Work with UK 
and other devolved Governments to make 
sure it remains possible to resource major 
multi-million pound, cross-border ecological 
restoration projects in the way the eU Life 
fund currently does1.

 
•  reform public procurement rules 

so that Best value is not based on price 
alone but includes environmental and social 
benefits, including the delivery of public 
goods.

•  ensure all publicly owned land is well 
managed for nature and designated sites in 
public ownership attain favourable condition. 
evidence shows that every £1 spent on 
maintaining special sites (sssis) delivers 
benefits to society worth over £82.
1 In the past Wales has benefited considerably from the EU LIFE Fund, and unless 
this is replaced there will be a major gap in the ability to resource major multi-million pound 
ecological restoration projects, which create jobs as well as restoring large areas of priority 
habitats. http://publications.naturalengland.org.uk/publication/4956942302969856.
2 special sites: resilient ecosystems, rsPB Cymru

Step 5. Welsh Government leadership
Now is the time for Government to properly integrate biodiversity and climate change con-
siderations across policy areas and departments. This includes environment, rural affairs, 
economy, climate, education, health, planning and beyond, in order to maximise synergies 
and benefits. This should include reviewing existing expenditure and public procurement 
policy to ensure that it is aligned with the aims of a Green Recovery. We recommend that 
the Welsh Government:
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ONLINE
 www.rspb.org.uk

RSPB CYMRU 
HEADQUATERS
Castlebridge 3, 5-19 
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